
BLUE

LIVING SPACES
& Little Faces

APRICOT
ONLY 

£12
€14.50

EACH

HOMEWARES & TOYS

Pottery 
Diffuser  
& Flower

PINK

An elegant collection of diffusers sat in beautiful ceramic pots each containing their own  
unique scent. Finished with delightful artificial flowers. Available in three scents. 100ml each.  

Diffusion time approximately 4 to 6 weeks depending on room temperature. Comes gift boxed.  
Approx size: H22 x W7cm. Apricot - Pomegranate Noir. Blue - Fig & Lotus. Pink - Velvet Rose & Oud.

APRICOT 13075      BLUE 13076      PINK 13077      £12/€14.50 EACH
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MICHAEL KHATKAR
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Dear Valued Customer,
Thank you for exploring the ‘Living Spaces & Happy Faces’ catalogue from VivaMK,  

presented to you by your dedicated local self-employed VivaMK Partner.
Our mission is clear: to empower our Partners within your community by infusing  

value, camaraderie, and vibrancy back into our neighborhoods.
In an era dominated by digital interactions, our core focus remains on PEOPLE - nurturing  

the essence of human connection.
We are grateful for your support in this shared journey.

HIGHLAND COW WITH  
FLORAL CROWN

This charming resin 
highland cow figure 

boasts a delightful floral 
crown, adding rustic 

elegance and whimsical 
charm to any space.  

Size: H10 x W9 x D7cm.
13025  £10/€12

Highland 
Cow with 

Floral Crown

£10  
ONLY

€12



You’re so 
Lovely Glass 
Frame

YOU'RE SO LOVELY  
GLASS FRAME
The glass, strutted frame 
features beautifully painted 
wildflowers around its 
portrait aperture, complete 
with ‘You’re So Lovely’ 
title. It is finished with 
complementary gold 
coloured edging around 
both the outer frame and 
aperture. Aperture size: 4”  
x 6” (10 x 15cm). Frame size: 
H19 x W21 x D1cm.
13079  £10/€12

£10  
ONLY

€12

Daisy 
Vase

DAISY VASE
A brightly coloured 
ceramic vase with 
beautiful daisy detail and 
a glazed finish. Please 
note: this product is for 
decorative purposes and 
is not weather resistant. 
H15 x W22 x D9cm. 
Flowers not included.
13078  £20/€24

£20  
ONLY

€24
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CELESTIAL NAVY
Stunning celestial duvet cover set featuring an ethereal design 
of metallic suns and moons on a rich navy background.  
Reversible with an angelic, contrasting ditsy star reverse 
on white background. Popper fastening. Single includes  
1 pillowcase, double and king size include 2 pillowcases.  
50% polyester 50% cotton. Machine washable. 
SINGLE 12703 £20/€24        DOUBLE 12704  £27/€32.50        
KING SIZE 12705  £34/€41

Celestial Design
reversible duvet set

£20/€24

FULLY REVERSIBLE
4

from only
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DAISIES
Decorated with delicate daises on a pretty duck egg 
background. It’s fully reversible featuring a tailing leaf  
ditsy. Popper fastening. Single includes 1 pillowcase,  
double and king size includes 2 pillowcases. 50% polyester 
50% cotton. Machine washable.
SINGLE 13080 £19/€23        DOUBLE 13081  £26/€31.50 
KING SIZE 13082  £32/€38.50

FULLY REVERSIBLE

Daisies
reversible duvet set

£19/€23from only

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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LIMITED EDITION
Add some fun to your 
bedroom and create a  
bold look with our limited 
edition duvet cover set.  
This design features the 
words ‘I’m not WEIRD 
I’m LIMITED EDITION’ 
beautifully printed in 
on trend colours, with a 
striped reverse. Pillowcase 
features the word ‘LOVE’ 
on one side and ‘Peace’ 
design on reverse. Popper 
fastening. Single includes  
1 pillowcase, double and 
king size include  
2 pillowcases. 50% 
polyester 50% cotton. 
Machine washable.
SINGLE 12709  
£20/€24 
DOUBLE 12710   
£27/€32.50     
KING SIZE 12711   
£34/€41

PILLOW REVERSE

EMILIA
This fresh duvet cover 
features bright floral 
blooms complete with a 
co-ordinating blue polka 
dot reverse. Matching 
runner available. Popper 
fastening. Single includes 
1 reversible pillowcase, 
double and king size 
include 2 reversible 
pillowcases. 50% 
polyester 50% cotton. 
Machine washable. 
Runner size: L240 x 
W60cm. 
SINGLE 12231
£20/€24 
DOUBLE 12232  
£27/€32.50 
KING SIZE 12233   
£34/€41 
RUNNER 12234  
£15/€18FULLY REVERSIBLE

from only

£15/€18

MATCHING REVERSIBLE 
RUNNER AVAILABLE

from only

£20/€24



12056  FITTED SHEET - SINGLE £11/€13.50 
12057  FITTED SHEET - DOUBLE £14/€17
12058  FITTED SHEET - KING SIZE £17/€20.50 
13179  FITTED SHEET - SUPER KING SIZE   £19/€23 
12059  PAIR PILLOWCASES £7/€8.50

WHITE

 

PERCALE BED LINEN
Add a sophisticated finish to your bedroom with our percale bed linen. Our beautifully created collections 
offer a perfect balance of luxury and comfort to aid a blissful night’s sleep. Fitted sheets and pillowcases 

available. 50% polyester 50% cotton. Machine washable. Size each pillowcase: H50 x W75cm.  
Size of sheets, Single: L190 x W92cm. Double: L190 x W137cm. King Size: L198 x W152cm.  

Super King: L198 x W183cm. Each fitted sheet has a depth of 25cm.

12061  FITTED SHEET - SINGLE £11/€13.50
12062  FITTED SHEET - DOUBLE £14/€17
12063  FITTED SHEET - KING SIZE £17/€20.50
13180  FITTED SHEET - SUPER KING SIZE  £19/€23
12060  PAIR PILLOWCASES         £7/€8.50

CREAM

Percale Bed Linen in  
White & Cream
from only£7/€8.50

7

WHITE CREAM

AVAILABLE  
IN SUPER  
KING SIZE
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A.  PAIR OF LUXURY 
QUILTED WATERPROOF 
PILLOWCASE PROTECTORS

£12.50/€15

A. PAIR OF LUXURY QUILTED 
WATERPROOF  
PILLOWCASE PROTECTORS
Quilted for a supersoft, peachy  
feeling. Protects you from dustmites, 
microbes and other harmful allergens. 
Cover 65% polyester 35% cotton,  
Filling 100% polyester wadding,  
Lining 100% polyester PU. Machine 
washable. Size: W74 x H48cm.
11630  £12.50/€15

B. PAIR OF LUXURY QUILTED  
PILLOWCASE PROTECTORS
Keeps pillows fresh and clean.  
Fits standard sized pillows.  
Polycotton. Machine washable.  
Size: W75 X H50cm approx.
11412  £11/€13.50

C. PACK OF 4 PILLOW PROTECTORS
This pack of 4 pillow protectors are 
waterproof, dustproof, non-allergenic, 
wipe clean and fits most standard-sized  
pillows. Wipe clean. Size: H50 x W70cm.       
12347  £5/€6

B.  PAIR OF LUXURY 
QUILTED PILLOWCASE 
PROTECTORS

C.  PACK OF 4 PILLOW PROTECTORS

Luxury range of pillowcase  
& mattress protectors

£11/€13.50

£5/€6



LUXURY MATTRESS TOPPER
The perfect addition to add some extra softness to your mattress. The cover is non-woven microfibre 
and the filling is 100% polyester with elasticated straps to secure to your mattress. Hypo-allergenic 
and machine washable. Comes with a handy storage bag. 
SINGLE  11631  £19/€23 KING SIZE  11633  £27/€32.50
DOUBLE 11632  £23/€28 SUPER KING SIZE 11634  £31/€37.50

AVAILABLE  
IN SUPER  
KING SIZE

LUXURY QUILTED FITTED  
MATTRESS PROTECTOR
Protects mattresses and adds a layer of comfort 
and support. Extra deep 33cm. Polycotton. 
Machine washable. Available in 4 sizes.
SINGLE  11408  £17/€20.50
DOUBLE  11409  £21/€25.50
KING SIZE 11410  £25/€30
SUPER KING SIZE 11411  £27/€32.50

AVAILABLE  
IN SUPER  
KING SIZE

LUXURY QUILTED  
FITTED MATTRESS 
PROTECTOR £17/€20.50

FROM ONLY

AVAILABLE  
IN SUPER  
KING SIZE

LUXURY QUILTED  
WATERPROOF MATTRESS 
PROTECTOR £18/€22

FROM ONLY

LUXURY QUILTED WATERPROOF  
MATTRESS PROTECTOR
Quilted for a supersoft, peachy feeling. Protects you  
from dustmites, microbes and other harmful allergens.
Extra deep 33cm. Cover 65% polyester 35% cotton,  
Filling 100% polyester wadding, Lining 100% polyester PU.  
Machine washable.
SINGLE      11626   £18/€22 
DOUBLE    11627   £22/€26.50

KING SIZE                11628  £26/€31.50  
SUPER KING SIZE   11629  £30/€36

Luxury mattress topper

£19/€23

FROM ONLY

9
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LILY & BLACK 
ORCHID 
SCENT

FLORAL 
DIFFUSER

RANGE
Comes gift boxed. Diffusion time  

approximately 4 to 6 weeks  

YOU ARE THE LOVELIEST FLORAL DIFFUSER
Floral label and realistic green foliage with 4 reed sticks 
that add a pleasant fragrance to the room. Orange 
Blossom scented. Diffusion time approximately 4  
to 6 weeks depending on room temperature. 100ml. 
Comes gift boxed. Size: H16 x W6.9 x D9.5cm.
13126  £10/€12

LILY FLOWER DIFFUSER
Coordinating fabric lily flower with artificial foliage 
& 3 reed sticks. Diffusion time approximately 4 to 
6 weeks depending on room temperature. 100ml. 
Comes gift boxed. Approx size: H20 x W7cm.
13084  £14/€17

DAFFODIL FLOWER DIFFUSER
Coordinating fabric daffodil flower with artificial foliage 
& 3 reed sticks. Diffusion time approximately 4 to 
6 weeks depending on room temperature. 100ml. 
Comes gift boxed. Approx size: H20 x W7cm.
13083  £14/€17

 

FROM
ONLY 

£10
€12

ORANGE 
BLOSSOM

SCENT

DAFFODIL 
& JASMINE

SCENT
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DESIGNER SCENTS IN 3 
NEW FRAGRANCES
Freshens, removes stubborn odours from clothing, 
footwear, carpets, sofas & so much more!

DESIGNER FRAGRANCE BLAST CANS
Inspired by designer scents that neutralise odours and last for hours. Perfect to freshen up all spaces  
such as cars, homes, offices etc. Removes odours such as cooking smells, dog odour and also suitable  

as a freshener for clothing, footwear, carpets, sofas & so much more. Features a high-pressure blast nozzle  
and actuator system to fragrance large areas quickly. CFC free aerosol. 300ml (£1.84/ €2.34 per 100ml).

PEONY  13085    ROUGE 13086     GOOD LADY 13087    £5.50/€7 EACH

PEONY
A fresh and sensual aromatic  

fragrance with intense  
woody richness.

ROUGE
An intense, gorgeously rich scent 

with notes of Moroccan Spice 
Markets and floral notes of Jasmine.

GOOD LADY
Floral and fruity with Bergamot  
spicy notes, Rhubarb and Lychee 
and top notes of Rose and Peony.

 

ONLY 

£5.50
€7

EACH
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BLACKCODE
Dark & mysterious. It will 

mesmerise your senses. The 
subtle top notes of tobacco & 
wood are perfectly balanced 

giving your space a masculine 
vibe with a smooth citrus, 

sweet scent.

VENTUS  
A provocative, masculine, 

optimistic fragrance. 
Top notes of bergamot, 
Moroccan jasmine and 

patchouli and its base notes 
include oak moss, musk, 
ambergris and vanilla.

MUCH MORE THAN JUST 
AN AIR FRESHENER!
Designer scents that freshen, remove stubborn odours  
from clothing, footwear, carpets, sofas & so much more!

AZUL
Azul is a fresh and  

energetic scent that leaves  
an invigorating and woody  

trail. New Caledonian 
sandalwood blended with  

a dry whisper of cedar  
and citrusy base notes. 

 

ONLY 

£5.50
€7

EACH
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DESIGNER FRAGRANCE BLAST CANS
Inspired by designer scents that neutralise odours and last for hours. Perfect to freshen up all spaces  
such as cars, homes, offices etc. Removes odours such as cooking smells, dog odour and also suitable  

as a freshener for clothing, footwear, carpets, sofas & so much more. Features a high-pressure blast nozzle  
and actuator system to fragrance large areas quickly. CFC free aerosol. 300ml (£1.84/ €2.34 per 100ml).

AZUL  12814     BLACK CODE 13020     VENTUS 12801     CHERRY  12891     FRESH LINEN  12800      
£5.50/€7 EACH

FRESH LINEN 
A clean scent with soft floral  

and sweet tones. Subtle notes of lavender 
& sparkling citrus which are perfectly 
balanced, giving your space a warm 

and comforting aroma.

CHERRY
Is a bold and fruity fragrance that 

packs a punch. It is a must-have for 
anyone with a sweet scent obsession 
and smells just like a freshly picked 

basket of fresh cherries.

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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SENSUAL SPA
Foundation of vanilla, Tonka, 

bergamot & rose with powerful 
notes of lavender & waterlily.

JAMAICAN ME CRAZY 
Fruit filled fragrance with notes of citrus, 

passionfruit, strawberries & pineapple with 
lower scents of vanilla & coconut.

COCONUT CRÈME 
Coconut & chocolate softened  
by notes of waterlily on a base  

of Tonka, vanilla and musk.

BEACH PARADISE
Bergamot, orange & coconut are 
supported with hints of buttery 

vanilla, amber & mature jasmine.

MARSHMALLOW & PEACH
Sun-ripened raspberry with a heart 
of rose marshmallow, peach and 

hints of apple supported by sweet 
vanilla musks & peach.

CREED
Bergamot, lemon, cassis, incense, elemi 
& pinecone. Heart of jasmine, rock rose 

& velvet woods resting on a base of 
amber, musk, moss & patchouli.

WAX MELTS - 50G OF WAX SHAPED INTO 10 SMALL MELTS.  £6/€7.50 EACH. 
SUMMER LOVING  12492       FRESH LINEN  12490        MARGARITA  12491 

BEACH PARADISE  12093        JAMAICAN ME CRAZY  11940        COCONUT CRÈME  11942 
CREED  11943        MARSHMALLOW & PEACH  12092        SENSUAL SPA  11941   

SUMMER LOVING
Wild strawberries and sparkling 
champagne encompass delicate  

musky notes that remind you love  
is in the air!

FRESH LINEN
Fresh notes of classic cotton  

and delicate violet are infused with 
green pineapple and muguet for  

a perfect clean sheets aroma.

MARGARITA
Unique house blend with tropical vibes. 
Zesty lime, lemon and tangerine notes  

rest on a bed of peach, banana and 
mango for a tantalising fruity fragrance.



WILD BLOSSOM RANGE
Our gorgeous Wild Blossom Range features a floral design with a lovely sentiment message on each. 

Perfect addition to your home or as a gift. Wild Blossom Tealight Holder. Ceramic. Size: H8 x W8 x D7cm.  
Wild Blossom Oil Burner. Ceramic. Size: H13 x W10 x D10cm. 

OIL BURNER    12721  £16/€19.50            TEALIGHT HOLDER    12720  £11.50/€14

TEALIGHT 
HOLDER

OIL 
BURNER

15

ODOUR ELIMINATING DELUXE WAX MELTS
Immerse yourself in the ultimate sensation of freshness and elegance, powered by advanced odour 

neutralisation for an enchantingly fresh environment. Luxury, handmade soy wax melts.  
Available in Alpine Breeze or Satin Oud fragrances. 50g of wax shaped into 3 large melts. 

APLINE BREEZE 13088          SATIN OUD 13089     £6.50/€8 EACH

SATIN OUD 
Surrender to the sheer luxury of this fragrance, 

where the deep, velvety aroma of the finest 
Damask rose, allure of smoky oud wood, clove, 
and the indulgent sweetness of praline come 

together.

ALPINE BREEZE 
A harmony of refreshing top notes including the  

essence of clean air, zesty lemon, vibrant orange, fresh 
bergamot, crisp aldehydes, and cooling eucalyptus.  
This is followed by a bouquet of delicate rose, sweet 

jasmine, serene lily, and forest-fresh pine.

 

ONLY 

£6.50
€8
EACH

 

ONLY 

£16
€19.50

 

ONLY 

£11.50
€14

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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Graveside Vase With Sentiment  
perfect for filling with a loved ones favourite flowers

GRAVESIDE VASE
Decorate a lost loved ones graveside with these beautiful and thoughtful graveside vases. Fill with their 

favourite flowers. Available in two designs. The white vase features ‘Your Life Was a Blessing’ printed verse. 
The black vase features ‘In Loving Memory’ printed verse. Plastic. H31 x W11.5 x D11.5cm.

 IN LOVING MEMORY 12716        YOUR LIFE WAS A BLESSING 12715   
£7/€8.50 EACH

ONLY 

£7
€8.50
EACH

IN 
LOVING 

MEMORY

You filled 
our lives 

with 
laughter  

& our  
hearts  

with love

YOUR LIFE 
WAS A 

BLESSING
Your 

memory a 
treasure. 
You are 

loved beyond 
words and 

missed 
beyond 

measure

PET MEMORIAL HEART STONE
The white speckled, polyresin heart-shaped 
creation with paw imprint, is an intensely 
heartfelt piece. It is complemented by 
the heartwarming words, ‘You were our 
favourite hello, and our hardest goodbye. 
Size: H14 x W14 x D2cm.
13090  £15/€18

Pet Memorial 
Heart Stone 
the perfect memento  
for your furry friend

£15/€18
ONLY
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GUARDIAN ANGEL ORNAMENT
A beautifully elegant handmade glass angel 
ornament with heartfelt memorial sentiment that 
reads ‘A little angel sent from above to fill your life 
with joy & love’. Frosted glass gravestone shaped 
plaque. Hand blown glass angel with gold halo 
holding a heart. Crystal heart embellishment.  
Size: H9.5 x W8 x D9cm.
12073  £9/€11

Beautiful & elegant
handmade glass angel £9/€11

ONLY

THOUGHTS ANGEL PLAQUE
Remember a dearly missed loved one with this 
beautiful white angel wings memorial plaque. 
Complementing the figure are the touching  
words, ‘Always in our thoughts – forever in  
our hearts.’ Wood. H9 x W8 x D2cm.
13091  £7.50/€9

FEATHER GLASS TEALIGHT HOLDER
Remember special loved ones with this 
beautiful feather glass tea light holder. 
Complementing the feather are the touching 
words, ‘Feathers appear when angels are near.’ 
H9.8 x W6.8 x D6.6cm. Tealight not included.
13092  £7/€8.50

Wooden Angel 
Plaque £7.50/€9

ONLY

Feather Glass 
Tealight Holder 
with a delicate white  
feather inside 

£7/€8.50
ONLY

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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ANGEL WINGS MANTEL PLAQUE
This touching plaque provides a heartfelt 
way to remember someone special who 
will never be forgotten. The wooden, 
rectangular plaque features a sentimental 
poem in gold lettering upon its grey finish. 
Above the poem sits a large pair of resin 
angel wings, finished in shimmering silver. 
Size: H9 x W30 x D3.5cm.
13093  £15/€18

Shimmering  
silver wings

Gold lettering

 

ONLY 
£15

€18

Angel Wings Mantel Plaque 
wooden plaque with sentimental poem

FREESTANDING WOODEN PLAQUE
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Graveside Heart Stone £4/€4.80 EACH

ALWAYS IN OUR 
HEARTS

IN LOVING MEMORY

GRAVESIDE HEART STONE
These graveside stone hearts make for a touching way to commemorate someone so  

dear in a graceful way. Polyresin. Size: H7 x W7.5 x D2.3cm.
ALWAYS IN OUR HEARTS  11833       IN LOVING MEMORY 12076  £4/€4.80 EACH

MISS YOU SO MUCH WINGS
The wooden cube plaque features 
a matching 3D heart, complete with 
‘Miss You So Much’ gold title. Above 
the cube sits a large pair of resin angel 
wings, finished with a grey ribbon bow. 
Size: H15.5 x W6 x D5cm.
13094  £9/€11

Miss You So 
Much Wings
featuring a co-ordinating 
grey ribbon and 3D heart

£9/€11
ONLY

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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LED TEALIGHT 
This Nordic LED tealight is a great alternative 
to use in tealight candles or part of any deco to 
add extra warmth and light. Features 3 bright 
warm white LEDs. Dome shaped. Requires 2 x 
CR2032 battery (included). Size: H2.5 x Diam. 
3cm approx.
12726  £3/€3.60

LED Tealight
features 3 warm white LEDs 

£3/€3.60ONLY

WELCOME TO PARADISE FILLED CUSHION
This stunning eye-catching filled cushion will  
add instant fun and character to any room.  
Features a Flamingo Design with text  
“Welcome to Paradise” and cute pom poms  
around the edges. Zip fastening. Spot clean only.  
60% polyester / 40% cotton. Size: L43 x W43cm.
12679  WAS £12/€14.50  NOW £10/€12

£10/€12NOW 
ONLY

Contemporary 
Carella Stripe 
Design Throw

£12.50
€15

ONLY

100%
Cotton

CONTEMPORARY CARELLA THROW 
Add some style and comfort to your living 
space with this Contemporary Carella 
stripe design throw. Machine washable. 
100% cotton. Size: L152 x W127cm.
12682  £12.50/€15
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Pack of 2 Top Voile Curtain Panels
Available in Blush or Grey

BLUSH

Contemporary 
Carella Stripe 
Design Throw

PACK OF 2 TOP VOILE CURTAIN PANELS
Elegant plain design slot top curtain panels, 
the perfect way to create privacy without 
losing light. 2 curtains per pack. Available 
in two colours, Grey & Blush. Hand wash. 
100% polyester. Size: H90” x W59”.
BLUSH 13096    GREY 13095
£14/€17 EACH

 

ONLY 

£14 

€17
EACH

GREY



ROCK SALT AROMA LAMP
Bring the health benefits of 
Himalayan Rock Salt to your home 
with this 100% natural and 100% 
unique salt lamp with the added 
benefit of an oil dish to add your 
choice of aroma to add to the 
relaxing experience. Himalayan  
salt emits a stream of negative  
ions into the air, acting as a  
natural purifier. Mains powered. 
Requires E14 bulb (included).  
Size: H16 x W11 x D11cm.
12224  £30/€36

Rock Salt 
Aroma 
Lamp
Fill the room with gorgeous mood 
lighting & soothing aromas from  
your favourite essential oil!

£30
€36

ONLY

Glass plate 
top  for 

essential oils

PULSE POINT AROMATHERAPY OIL

PEPPERMINT  
& LAVENDER

STRESS

PULSE POINT  
AROMATHERAPY OIL
Unwind & slow down with  
this sweet serene blend to calm 
the mind & balance the body. 
Shake gently before use. Apply 
every 3 hours onto temples, 
inside of wrists, behind ears & 
ankles to allow the soothing 
essential oils to infuse the body 
with their calming benefits. 3 
different scents available, with 
three different benefits - Sleep, 
Recovery & Stress. 15ml.
RECOVERY 11712  
SLEEP 11711       STRESS 12243
£13/€16 EACH

SLEEP
LAVENDER & 
CHAMOMILE

RECOVERY
GERANIUM  

& ROSEMARY

ONLY £13/€16 
EACH

22
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SET OF 2  
HIMALAYAN SALT 
TEALIGHT HOLDERS
Bring the health 
benefits of 
Himalayan Rock Salt 
to your home with 
this pair of expertly 
hand carved 100% 
natural and 100% 
unique tealight 
holders. H7.5 x 
W9 x D10.5cm. 
Please note: due 
to the nature of 
this product, exact 
item size may vary. 
Tealights not included
13098 £9/€11

SET OF 2  
HIMALAYAN  
SALT  
TEALIGHT  
HOLDERS

 

ONLY 

£9 

€11

NEPAL GREY SALT LAMP
This grey salt lamp produces a subtle glow that 
helps create a calming mood. A weighty and tactile 
piece, it has an irregular oblong shape, and rests 
elegantly on a wood base. E14 15W bulb required 
(included). Approx size: H23 x W12 x D12cm. 
Mains operated. Please note: due to the nature  
of this product, exact item size may vary.
13097  £29/€35

with a subtle glow that creates  
a calming mood

£29/€35
ONLY

Nepal Grey 
   Salt Lamp

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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MUSHROOM WITH LED LIGHTS
This stylish light-up mushroom will make a gorgeous 
addition to any contemporary home. With its 
modern glass lighting aesthetic, it will look perfect 
on a mantlepiece, cabinet, or bedside table. Wooden 
base. H14.2 x W8.9 x D8.4cm. Requires 3 x AA 
batteries (not included). AA batteries are available in 
packs of 16 on order code 90530 for only £3.50 / €4.20.
13100  £15/€18

MINI MONK CANDLE HOLDER
This decorative ornament will perfectly 
complement a mantel, bookcase, or 
cabinet, and bring a cultural and calming 
Zen touch to the home. The Monk’s 
meditation pose promotes comfort  
and peace. Polyresin. Size: H9.4 x W6.4  
x D7.4cm. Tealight not included.
13101  £9/€11

SET OF 3 CHEEKY MONKEYS
Three charming grey figurines of cheeky monkeys. See no evil, speak no evil, hear no evil. 

Set of 3. Polyresin. Approx. size of each monkey: H14 x W12 x D8cm.
13099  £20/€24

 

ONLY

£15 

€18

Set of 3 Cheeky Monkeys £20/€24ONLY

 

ONLY

£9 

€11
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TABLE LAMP WITH LINEN SHADE
This stylish lamp features a 
contemporary round ceramic base 
finished like textured cement. It includes 
a warm grey linen shade with a gentle 
taper. Requires 1 x E14 bulb (not 
included). Mains operated.  
Size: H27 x W15.5 x D15.5cm. 
13102  £22/€26.50

£22/€26.50ONLY

Table Lamp 
with Linen 
Shade

LIGHT-UP GLASS DOME
What sets this dome apart is the mesmerising 
LED light bulb nestled inside. With a gentle flip of 
the switch, it radiates a warm and inviting glow, 
turning this glass dome into a source of enchanting 
illumination. Glass dome & wooden base. H13.5 x 
W9.2 x D9.3cm. Requires 2 x AAA batteries  
(not included). AAA batteries are available in packs  
of 16 on order code 90643 for only £3.50 / €4.20.
13140  £15/€18

Light-up 
Glass Dome

£15/€18
ONLY

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor



LED SEASHORE CANVAS
Transform your wall with this 
captivating square canvas 
featuring a seashore beach 
scene. Vibrant and colourful, 
this artwork comes to life with 
strategically placed LED bulbs, 
controlled by a convenient 
switch located on its side. 7 
LEDs. H40 x W40 x D2.5cm.  
2 x AA batteries required  
(not included). AA batteries  
are available in packs of 16  
on order code 90530  
for only £3.50 / €4.20.
13103  £18/€22

LED  
Seashore 
Canvas
£18 
€22
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LED LIGHTHOUSE 
SUNSET CANVAS
A gorgeous lighthouse sunset 
scene canvas with 2 LEDs  
that give off a warming glow.  
Size: H40 x W40 x D2.5cm. 
Requires 2 x AA batteries  
(not included). AA batteries  
are available in packs of 16  
on order code 90530 for  
only £3.50 / €4.20. 
12434  £16/€19.50

LED  
Light- 
house 
Sunset 
Canvas
£16 
€19.50



FAMILY COLLAGE PHOTO FRAME
Give a collection of precious photos 
the perfect place to shine with this 
collage photo frame. A wonderful 
gift. Size: H30 x W28.5 x D2cm.
11819  £10/€12

Perfect For
Your Precious
Family Photos

£10/€12
Pastel grey and white  
plastic frame
White FAMILY title and  
heart cut outs
Two 6" x 4" (15x10cm) 
landscape apertures
Two 4" x 4" (10x10cm)  
square apertures
Hang from a picture hook

 ✔  

 ✔  

 ✔  

 ✔  

 ✔  
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WALL CLOCK WITH ROPE HANGER
This uniquely designed clock adds a touch 
of individuality to the home. With its vintage 
clock face, Arabic dial, and quartz movement 
type, this clock is perfect for any living space. 
Plastic & rope. Size (including rope): H40 x 
W22 x D7.5cm. Clock face diam. 18cm. 1 x AA 
battery required (not included). AA batteries 
are available in packs of 16 on order code  
90530 for only £3.50 / €4.20.
13104  £16/€19.50

Wall Clock 
with Rope 
Hanger
£16/€19.50

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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LOVE LANE FAMILY KEY HOLDER 
This lovely wooden 3D key holder features an array of homes in pastel hues and 4 key hooks.  

Perfect for keeping all the family’s key in one place or as a housewarming gift.  
Clip on the back for easy hanging. Size: L16 x H11cm.

12718   £11.50/€14

£11.50/€14
ONLY

PINK FAMILY PLAQUE 
A charming standing plaque crafted in neutral tones, perfectly suited to enhance any home 

decor with its timeless and heartwarming appeal. Wood. Size: H24 x W14 x D1.8cm
13105   £12/€14.50

£12 /€14.50
ONLY
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BEE HAPPY MANTEL PLAQUE
Bring some cheerful charm to your home with this colourful and sweet sentiment mantel plaque. 

Perfect on the mantel or on a shelf. Hand painted. MDF. H20.5 x W25 x D2cm.
12692  £14/€17

BEE HAPPY PHOTO FRAME 
Give a precious photo the perfect place to  
shine with this Bee Happy photo frame. 6” x 4”  
aperture. MDF. Size: H20 x W20 x D2.5cm.
12693  £12/€14.50

ONLY 

£14
€17

£12/€14.50BEE HAPPY 
PHOTO FRAME

BEE SILLY  
HONEST  
KIND PLAQUE
Add some fun to  
your home with  
this eye-catching 
cute heart shaped  
sentiment plaque.  
Rustic twine hanging 
loop. MDF. Size:  
H21.5 x W16 x D1cm.
12694  £7.50/€9

£7.50
€9

BEE SILLY  
HONEST  
KIND PLAQUE

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor



AMETHYST GEMSTONE TREE
The miniature amethyst gemstone tree showcases a twined gold-coloured metal trunk and branches, upon 
which hang 60 genuine purple amethyst crystals on a white quartz base. A purple stone is associated with 
eradicating negative emotions and moving on from memories of the past. The properties connect to the 

crown chakra, bridging the gap between physical and spiritual realms. H11.8 x W11 x D10cm.
13106  £12/€14.5030

 

ONLY 

£12
€14.50

Amethyst 
Gemstone tree
featuring 60 genuine amethyst  
crystals, gold coloured metal  
branches on a sturdy quartz base 
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TORTOISE GLASS FIGURINE 
This colourful miniature Tortoise is a 
beautifully elegant handmade glass 
ornament. Comes gift boxed.  
Size: H3 x W5.5 x D5cm. 
13109  £9/€11

MUSHROOM GLASS FIGURINE
This gorgeous, colourful, glass Mushroom Figurine 
is perfect for those who appreciate a playful décor. 
The colour palette features a white stalk supporting 
a cap adorned in a spectrum of enchanting and 
multi-coloured hues. This piece embodies the 
charm of the forest in a beautifully crafted form. 
Handmade. Comes gift boxed. H7 x W6 x D6cm.
13108  £15/€18

ROSE QUARTZ GEMSTONE  
TREE IN GLASS DOME
30 hand threaded authentic gemstones adorn 
a hand-crafted, copper-coloured wire tree 
and placed on an encrusted bed of matching 
gemstones, displayed within a clear glass 
dome that stands 13cm tall. As a stone of love, 
Rose Quartz is a powerful crystal synonymous 
with the heart and healing. The properties 
connect to the heart chakra, and helps guide 
deeper relationships and embrace kindness, 
compassion, tenderness. Wooden base.  
Comes gift boxed. H11.8 x W7.5 x D7.4cm.
13107  £15/€18

 

ONLY 

£15
€18

Rose Quartz 
Gemstone tree 
in glass dome

 

ONLY 

£15
€18

 

ONLY 

£9
€11

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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ONLY 

£9
€11

MOROCCAN 
DESIGN SHOWER 
CURTAIN

 

ONLY 

£9
€11

PENNY DESIGN 
SHOWER CURTAIN

SHOWER CURTAIN
These stylish shower curtains will complement any bathroom. Quick and easy to hang. Includes 

curtain rings. Available in two designs. Moroccan & Penny. PEVA. Size: H180 x W180cm.
13110  PENNY    12712 MOROCCAN   

£9/€11 EACH

HYDRO MAT
Hydro Mat is a quick-
drying, mould, stain & 
dirt-resistant shower and 
bathmat. The interwoven 
sprung surface allows for 
easy drainage, preventing 
water and soap buildup. 
It’s a deep pile luxurious 
mat, making it feel like 
you’re walking on a 
carpet. It’s easy to take 
with you to waterparks, 
swimming pools, 
camping & caravanning, 
simply roll it up and pop 
it in your bag. Non-slip. 
PVC. Size: W60 x L40cm.
13111  £15/€18

 

ONLY 

£15
€18
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DAISY  
100% COTTON  
BATH MAT 
Daisy design, 100% cotton  
bathmat – perfect for any  
bathroom décor. Teal. Machine  
washable. Size: L80 x W50cm.
13112  £12.50/€15

CUSHIONED BATH MAT 
Bathe in comfort with the non-slip cushioned 
design mat. Available in grey & white. PVC.  
Size: L43 x W91cm.
GREY 13113     WHITE 13011  £10/€12 EACH

 

ONLY 

£10
€12 
EACH

Non-Slip Cushioned Bath Mat 

Daisy Cotton Bath Mat 

ONLY 

£12.50

€15
100%

Cotton

WHITE

GREY

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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100%
Cotton

100% COTTON GREEK KEY STYLE BATH MAT

CHARCOAL

WHITE

NAVY

GREEK BATH MAT
These 100% Cotton 
traditional Greek Key bath 
mats are available in 3 
colours. They are durable,  
ultra-absorbent and quick 
drying. Machine washable. 
Size: L80 x W50cm.
WHITE 11861         
NAVY 11860         
CHARCOAL 11863 
£9/€11 EACH

ONLY

£9/€11
EACH

3-PIECE BLUE 
BATHROOM SET

Inspired by the 
vintage style  

pressed glass  
this set includes  
matching soap 

dispenser, 
toothbrush holder 

and soap dish. 
Comes gift boxed. 
Glass. Bottle size:  

H18.5 x Diam.  
7.5cm. Toothbrush 

holder size: H10  
x Diam 7.5cm.  
Soap dish size: 

L15.5 x W10cm. 
13167 

£12/€14.50

TOILET BRUSH  
& HOLDER
This toilet brush  
and holder features 
a rounded brush,  
        easy-to-grip  
        handle and  
        holder base.  
        Plastic. H35  
        x W11.5cm.   
        Colours  
        may vary.
        13168 £4/€4.80

 

ONLY 

£12
€14.50

3-PIECE BLUE  
BATHROOM SET

 

ONLY 

£4
€4.80

TOILET  
BRUSH & 
HOLDER
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3 SECTION LAUNDRY BAG 
A convenient way to organise laundry  
and avoid any washing disasters with  
this 3 Section Laundry Bag. Features 

3 sections to keep your colours, darks  
and whites separate. Polypropylene.  

Size: L70 x H50 x W25cm. 
12713  £9/€11

 ✔ Includes carry handles
 ✔ Folds flat when not in use

 

ONLY 

£9
€11

BAMBOO LAUNDRY HAMPER
A stylish eco-friendly natural bamboo laundry hamper available in 2 colours. It folds down neatly  

for easy storage. Size when assembled: H50 x Diam 35cm.
GREY  12071   CHARCOAL  12235  £25/€30 EACH

ONLY 

£25
€30
EACH

GREY CHARCOAL

3 SECTION  
LAUNDRY BAG

 ✔ Eco-friendly 
 ✔ Made from natural bamboo
 ✔ Folds down for easy storage

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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TEXTURED UNISEX WAFFLE ROBE
Superb waffle design unisex stylish robe in white. 
Features two pockets, waist belt with loops and a 

handy loop in the collar for convenient hanging on 
door hooks etc. One size fits all. L125cm.  

Back width: 70cm. Polycotton. Machine washable.
11656  £22/€26.50

TEXTURED 
UNISEX WAFFLE 

ROBE
ONLY

£22/€26.50

LUXURY TERRY SHAWL UNISEX BATH ROBE
High-quality, 100% cotton terry towelling bath 
robe in white. One size fits all. L125cm. Back 

width: 65cm. Features hanging loop, waist belt 
and two pockets. Heavier quality cotton  
at 400gsm. Unisex. Machine washable.

11859  £36/€43.50

100%
Cotton

LUXURY TERRY 
SHAWL UNISEX 

BATH ROBE
ONLY

£36/€43.50



GREYNAVY PLUM SILVER
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WINDSOR 6-PIECE TOWEL BALE
Add a hint of luxury into your bathroom with the 
Windsor towel collection. The 500gsm ensures 
comfort and durability. Perfect to wrap up in  
after a long soak in the bath or hot shower.  
100% cotton. Machine washable. 6-PIECE TOWEL 
BALE: Includes: 2 x face (L30 x W30cm), 2 x hand 
(L80 x W50cm) & 2 x bath towels (L115 x W70cm).
TURQUOISE 12752    NAVY 12236    PLUM 12238     
GREY 12237     SILVER 12240      
£22/€26.50 EACH
WINDSOR SET OF 2  BATH SHEETS:
Includes: 2 x Bath Sheets L140 x 90cm.
SILVER 12544     NAVY 12545     PLUM 12546     
GREY 12547     TURQUOISE 12753     
£22/€26.50 EACH

£22/€26.50 EACH SET

SET OF 
2 BATH 
SHEETS

SILVER

Windsor Luxury Towel Range 
500gsm for comfort and higher absorbency  

ONLY 

£22
€26.50

EACH

TURQUOISE

100%
Cotton

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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A.   
POPPY  
BOUQUET
BROOCH

£17
€20.50

INCLUDES
GIFT BOX

B.  FRILLY POPPY STUD EARRINGS

£14/€17

A. POPPY BOUQUET BROOCH
A gorgeous brooch for all occasions. Plated with  
real silver. Comes gift boxed. Size: H6 x W3.5cm.
11435  £17/€20.50 
B. FRILLY POPPY STUD EARRINGS 
Gorgeous Frilly Poppy earrings. Zinc alloy with  
electro-plated finish. Comes gift boxed.   
Size: H1cm x W1cm. 
12300  £14/€17
C. PAUA BUTTERFLY CLUSTER NECKLACE 
Silver-plated butterfly necklace adorned with an 
iridescent Paua centre for a touch of vibrancy and 
elegance. Comes gift boxed. Pendant size: H2.9 x 
W1.5 x D0.4cm. Necklace length: 22cm. 
13114  £20/€24
D. PAUA TEAR DROP EARRINGS 
Enhance your look with our silver-plated Paua shell 
twist teardrop earrings. Elegant and vibrant, they 
add a touch of natural beauty to any outfit.  
Comes gift boxed. Size of each: H2 x W0.9 x D0.3cm. 
13115  £14/€17

INCLUDES
GIFT BOX

C.   
PAUA 
BUTTERFLY 
CLUSTER
NECKLACE

£20
€24

D.   
PAUA  

TEAR DROP 
EARRINGS

£14
€17

INCLUDES
GIFT BOX

INCLUDES
GIFT BOX
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E.   
FORGET ME NOT 
BROOCH

£15
€18

F.   
FORGET 
ME  
NOT 
NECKLACE

£16
€19.50

G.   
FORGET ME NOT  
STUD EARRINGS

£12/€14.50

E. FORGET ME NOT BROOCH
Graceful, silver-plated, forget-me-not 
brooch adorned with sparkling glass 
diamantes. Comes gift boxed.  
Size: H4.3 x W3.6 x D0.9cm.
13118  £15/€18

F. FORGET ME NOT NECKLACE
Embrace sophistication with our  
silver-plated necklace featuring 
delicate Forget Me Not flowers 
complemented by sparkling glass 
diamantes. Comes gift boxed.  
Pendant size: H2.4 x W2 x D0.7cm. 
Necklace length: 22cm
13116  £16/€19.50

G. FORGET ME NOT STUD EARRINGS
Elevate your look with our refined 
silver-plated Forget Me Not Flower 
Stud Earrings. Adorned with sparkling 
glass diamantes, they exude timeless 
elegance and charm. Comes gift 
boxed. Size: H1.9 x W1.2 x D0.6cm.
13117 £12/€14.50

INCLUDES
GIFT BOX

INCLUDES
GIFT BOX

INCLUDES
GIFT BOX

Forget Me Not  
Jewellery 
Selection

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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HARRY POTTER  
WALL CLOCK

This delightful wall clock  
is a smile-raising gift for  

the bedroom of little wizards 
& witches. The clock stands  

out with its turquoise frame and  
fantastic glow-in-the-dark clock face  
design which showcases each of the  

four Hogwarts house crests. The Arabic  
clock face features bold numbering and  

gold, plastic spade clock hands. Plastic. Size: H23 x  
W23 x D4cm. Requires 1 x AA battery (not included).  

AA batteries are available in packs of 16  
on order code 90530 for only £3.50 / €4.20

13119  £19/€23

HARRY POTTER CHARMS PLAQUE
This charming plaque is a must-have for wizards & 
witches, no matter which house they belong to. The 
wooden plaque is cube-shaped and features one of the 
four ‘house crests’ on each side: Gryffindor, Ravenclaw, 
Hufflepuff and Slytherin. It is topped with a 3D-printed 
image of the Sorting Hat. Size: H21 x W10 x D10cm.
13120  £15/€18

 

ONLY 

£19
€23

HARRY POTTER  
WALL CLOCK

Harry Potter  
Charms Plaque

 

ONLY 

£15
€18
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DINO PLAQUE
This plaque is a warm, friendly, pastel illustration of a dinosaur alongside the wording,  

‘Roar’ and ‘Big and brave’. An original item packed full of dinosaur charm. Wood. H13 x W26.5 x D3cm.
13123  £12/€14.50

STEGOSAURUS DINOSAUR FRAME
Dinosaurs are loved enormously 
by little ones. This decorative
frame made for wall  
display, will make the photo  
of a baby the central focus  
for any living space. Features a  
playful dinosaur illustration in calming  
pastel colours. It has a single, circular aperture  
(3.5” x 3.5”). Wood. Size: L19.5 x W37.2 x D1.9cm.
13121  £12/€14.50

BRAVE DINOSAUR CUSHION
This attractively designed pastel coloured 
filled cushion will make the perfect addition 
to any nursery or home. Above the printed 
image of the dinosaur are the empowering 
words, ‘LIVE BOLDLY AND BE BRAVE’. Linen. 
Machine washable. H29 x W29 x D10cm.
13122  £15/€18

Stegosaurus  
Dinosaur Frame

 

ONLY 

£12
€14.50

 

ONLY 

£15
€18

Brave  
Dinosaur 
Cushion

 

ONLY 

£12
€14.50

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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COLOUR CHANGING OCTOPUS BATH TOY
This colour changing octopus bath toy is a great 
addition to any baby collection and is perfect 
for keeping children entertained at bath time. 
Changes colour in warm water. Material vinyl. 
Size: H7.5 x W9cm. Suitable for 12+ months.  
12419  £3/€3.60

FROM 
THIS...

CHANGES COLOUR 
IN WARM WATER

CELLULAR BLANKET
This cosy blanket has a clever ‘cell’ construction that  
traps the air, keeping baby cool in the summer &  
warm in the winter. 100% cotton. Machine washable.  
Choice of 3 colours. Size of each: H75 x W75cm.
PINK 11726       WHITE 11725        BLUE 11727 
£5.50/€7 EACH

100%
Cotton

HOODED BABY TOWEL WITH EARS
Hooded towel that has little ears stitched into the 
hood. Perfect for wrapping up and drying after 
bath time. 100% cotton. Machine washable.  
Size: H75 x W100cm.
11724  £7.50/€9

100%
Cotton

PACK OF 6 BATH CRAYONS
This pack of fun Bath Crayons contains six assorted 
coloured crayons, which are manufactured from safe 
and non-toxic materials. Each coloured bath crayon 
can be used to write on baths and tiles to make bath 
time fun for children. Easy to wipe off after use.  
L9cm x W1.5cm each. Suitable from age 10 months+.
12825  £2.50/€3

 

ONLY 

£3
€3.60

...TO 
THIS

 

ONLY 

£7.50
€9

CELLULAR 
BLANKET£5.50/€7

EACH

 

ONLY 

£2.50
€3
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A bright and bold 
design featuring 
a fun space scene 
with images of 
rockets, planets and 
stars. The theme is 
followed through to 
the pillowcase and 
features an astronaut 
stood on the moon. 
Reversible with same 
design on reverse. 
Available in single 
size and includes one 
pillowcase. Popper 
fastening. 50% cotton 
/ 50% polyester. 
Machine washable. 
12856  £15/€18

Rockets 
Bedding Set

This lovely lilac design 
is the perfect way to 
add some sleepy style 
into any bedroom. 
Featuring a very cute 
family of sleeping owls 
snuggled up together 
on a tree branch with 
a bunting hung across 
the branches with the 
word “love”. Reversible 
with same design on 
reverse. Available in 
single size and includes 
one pillowcase. Popper 
fastening. 50% cotton 
/ 50% polyester. 
Machine washable. 
12855  £15/€18

£15/€18

£15/€18

Goodnight  
My Sweetheart 
Bedding Set
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SET OF 10 STACKER BLOCKS
This set has 10 multi-coloured blocks in various 
sizes, great for developing problem-solving skills. 
Includes fun coloured number stickers to stick 
on the blocks. Suitable for children ages 6m+. 
Plastic. Height when stacked: 60cm. 
12857  £8/€10

SET OF 10 
STACKER  
BLOCKS

UNICORN PEARL JEWELLERY
The perfect gift for Unicorn lovers. Includes 
everything you need to create magical unicorn 
themed pearl jewellery. Over 230 pieces and 5 
unicorn charms. Suitable for ages 5+. 
12869  £6.50/€8

Includes:
 5 x Unicorn charms 
 125 x Small pearls
 50 x Medium pearls
 6 x Large pearls

 50 x Silver star beads
 Elastic & wax cord
 Instructions

DYO TRINKET KEEPSAKE BOX
This kit contains everything you need to make a 
totally unique and completely fabulous keepsake 
box. Use the beads and glue to decorate the heart 
trinket box featuring a ‘love’ design, then make a 
matching bracelet. Plastic. Size trinket box: L8 x W9  
x D3.5cm. Suitable for ages 6+.      12870  £5/€6

KITCHEN PLAYSET
Kitchen playset, with various accessories 
including cooking pot, pan and utensils.  
Comes supplied in a handy carry case. Size: L17 x 
W12.5 x D10.5cm. Plastic. Suitable from ages 3+.
12858  £10/€12

 

ONLY 

£8
€10

 

ONLY 

£10
€12

 

ONLY 

£5
€6

 

ONLY 

£6.50
€8

Includes:
 1 x Heart trinket box 
 6 x Bags of beads  
 (purple, pink, yellow,  
 green, orange, blue)

1 x Craft glue 
1 x Glitter glue
Elastic cord
Instructions  
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Patterned Designs

PACK OF 3 
COLOURING BOOKS

PACK OF 3  
COLOURING BOOKS
3 colouring books,  
each containing 60  
designs. One contains floral 
designs, one patterned 
designs and  
one animal designs.  
Size of each book:  
H21 x W21 x D0.5cm.
11911  £6/€7.50

SET OF 20 COLOURING PENCILS
20 x full size colouring pencils.  
Height of each pencil: H17.5cm.
11912  £3/€3.60

Animal Designs Floral Designs

SET OF 20 
COLOURING 
PENCILS

£8/€10

NOW ONLY

SAVE £1/€1

17-PIECE ACRYLIC ARTIST SET 
An ideal gift for a budding artist. It includes 
everything they need to get their artistic juices 
flowing. 12 acrylic paints, 4 artists brushes and an 
artists paint palette. Size: H8 x W26.5 x D2.5cm.
11913  WAS £9/€11  NOW £8/€10

 

ONLY 

£6
€7.50

 

ONLY 

£3
€3.60

 

ONLY 

£4
€4.80

GIANT PAVEMENT 
CHALKS

GIANT PAVEMENT CHALKS
Create beautiful artwork, play hopscotch, tic-tac-toe  
and much more with these giant pavement chalks in 
assorted colours! A great way to keep kids entertained 
on sunny days. Once finished, the chalk will simply wash 
away with water. 24 chalks. Each chalk: L10cm x W2.3cm. 
Box size: H11 x W16 x D10.6cm. Suitable for ages 3+.
13124  £4/€4.80

17-PIECE  
ACRYLIC  
ARTIST SET

FREE DELIVERY from your distributor
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45
PIECES

BUILDING SITE / FAIRY CARNIVAL
FLOOR PUZZLE

BUILDING SITE / FAIRY CARNIVAL FLOOR PUZZLE
These fun floor puzzles are perfect for keeping little ones entertained as well as encouraging 

problem-solving skills.  Available in Fairy Carnival or Building Site. Each puzzle contains 45 pieces. 
Puzzle size: H43 x W63cm. Suitable for ages 3+.

BUILDING SITE 12874      FAIRY CARNIVAL 12021 £6/€7.50 EACH

WOODEN  JIGSAW IN TIN
These bright and fun jigsaw puzzles will 
keep your little ones entertained as well 
as encouraging problem-solving skills. 60 
wooden jigsaw pieces.  Available in two 
designs.  Completed jigsaw size - L22.5 x 
W14cm.  Size of tin: L13x W8.5 x D3cm. 
Suitable for Ages 3+ 
UNICORN 12402      JUNGLE 12403     
£5/€6 EACH

60-Piece 
Wooden Jigsaw 

in Storage Tin

STORAGE TIN

JUNGLE

JUNGLE

 

ONLY 

£6
€7.50
EACH

UNICORN

60
PIECES
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BLAST ROCKET SET
Blast off with this rocket set! Jump or stamp on the pump  
and watch the rocket soar up to 125 feet! Each set contains 1 stand, 2 rockets, 1 air tube, 1 foot pump, 2 
connectors and a rocket attachment. Easy to assemble, just firmly push the part together as shown on 
the back of the packaging, place the rocket upright on the stand and it’s ready to blast! Suitable for ages 
3+. Plastic pump & foam rockets. Large rocket L19cm x diam. 2cm. Small rocket L14cm x  diam. 2cm.
13125  £14/€17

  

Ordering Just got Better...
1. Write the code numbers and product description on your order form and place the catalogue and order form  
back in the bag and leave outside for collection   2. Your distributor will deliver your order straight to your door. 

Payment on delivery.   3. All door to door orders have FREE Delivery

Love or Return 
We offer a 30-day money back guarantee on all our products. You may return your products in their original  

condition and packaging, accompanied with your proof of purchase, to your distributor, within 30 days of receipt  
of your goods for a full refund.  

Terms and Conditions 
Due to continuous product development and availability, the goods supplied to you may differ slightly from those 

illustrated. For full ordering terms and conditions please refer to the back of your order form provided in this  
catalogue pack. VivaMK Network Ltd is a company registered in England and Wales under number: 11400025 and  

whose registered office is at: International House, 142 Cromwell Road, London, England, SW7 4EF.

OUTDOOR FUN 
BLAST ROCKET SET

 

ONLY 

£14
€17

Contains:
 1 Stand 
 2 Rockets  
 1 Air tube  
 1 Foot pump
 2 rocket  
 Connectors



For more information, contact your distributor:

MK000074

CHILDREN’S 
BED CANOPY
perfect for fairytale bedrooms

ONLY 

£12
€14.50

PINK CHILDREN'S BED CANOPY
Transport your child to a magical 
kingdom with the popsicle design 
Children’s Bed Canopy, featuring 
sequin detail. Fabric hanging loop  
to secure. Hand wash. 100% 
polyester. Suitable for children  
aged 3 years+. L230 x W30cm.
13127  £12/€14.50
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